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REVIEW ARTICLE:

THE INSCRUTABLE ISRAELI

Upon the publication of The Is- heroes of the stubborn defenders

raelis*, Amos Elon departed on of that stark hil on the Dead Sea,
the ritualistic lecture tour of the so may the future make heroes 

of
United States. In town after town, today's intransigent Arab national-

biled as the author of The Israelis, ists. "Yesterday's irrational fanatic
he addressed Federation dinners, may be hailed tomorrow for his
Jewish community Centers, Hadas- perseverance." And the hand-shak-
sab luncheons. He was acclaimed ing ladies would have withdrawn
wherever he went, and the ladies their fingers in horror had they
lined up to shake his hand and to been aware that the Israeli with
talk about him the next afternoon the charming accent was attributing

under the hair-dryers. All of which the current Arab hatred for Israel
demonstrates once again that a) to the inabilty of the older genera-
American Jews are avid book buy- tion of Founders to understand the
ers; b) they admire the writers of needs and aspirations of the Arabs.

the books; and c) they rarely read This, then, is a look at modern
the books they buy. Zionism from the eyes of a member

For had they read Elon careful- of that small but articulate group
ly, they would hardly have ac- of Israelis who feel little of the
claimed him as they did. And Fed- mystery, election and destiny of Is-
erations, who consider any cross rael, and who, in a concomitant at-
word about Israel as tantamount to titude, tend to exaggerate the faults
treason and cause for social ex- of their own land while minimizing

communication, would not have those of the other side. If America
sponsored him as enthusiastically has had its New Left (past tense,
had they bothered to open his book because its power has been spent)
and discover that he compares the which saw in Washington the epit-
ancient defenders of Masada to the orne of evil and in Hanoi the para-
present day Palestinians, and de gon of virtue, Israeli society now
elares that just as history has madè has an incipient New Left of its
-The Israelis: Founders and Sons (New York: Holt, Rhinehart and Winston,
1971).
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own in which Jerusalem and Am-
man reverse their traditional roles.
If the analogy is overdrawn - and
it is, certainly, the Israeli New

Leftist, for the time being, stil
serves enthusiastically in the army
- one cannot overlook the strik-
ingly similar postures of self-con-

scious "liberality," "sophistication,"
and hypermyopia which character-
ize the groups in both countries.

And of this genre Amos Elon is a
good example.

But all is not dark in Washing-

ton or Jerusalem. There are many
redeeming moments in this fascin-
ating book. Writing with skil and
insight, Elon presents a. vivid pic-
ture of those extraordinary vision-

aries who left home and hearth of
Europe to follow the dream of Zion
reborn. Along the way we :fnd il-
luminating portraits of the gods of
the Zionist pantheon who, like all
human deities, had feet of elay:
Herzl, the naive aristocrat, asking
impatiently, "What is Jewish cul-
ture?" and envisioning a Jewish
homeland with English and Ger-
man among the several offcial lan-
guages, but with Hebrew not ne-
cessarily a part of the dream; and
Eliezer ben Yehuda supporting, in
1906, a territory in Uganda or
Brazil.

In his description of the revolu-

tionary tide sweeping Europe in the
nineteenth century, Elon discusses

the dynamics of early Zionism: the
twin catalysts of the failure of
emancipation and democracy in
Europe and the revolutionary mis-
sion of creating a new and just so-
ciety. Anu banu arza livnot ule-
hivanot bah, went an old Zionist
melody. "We came to build the
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land and to be rebuilt by it "
The new immigrants called them~
seÌves oUm, a term charged "with

emotion and primeval faith," de-
noting those who rise above mate-

rial desires.

The story of the pursuit of na-
tional and social renaissance upon

the ancestral soil is a stirring one.

It is here that, according to Elon,

the early Zionists were "blind to
the possibilties that Arabs might
entertain similar hopes for them-
selves." This is compounded by a
current error which has serious

consequences for Israel - the ten-

dency to underplay the psycho-
logical impact upon the Arabs of
their repeated defeats. The suicidal
hatred of Israel by the Arabs un-
derscores the fact that the Middle

East is an area where not only
political, religious, and nationalistic
forces are loose, but profound psy-
chological ones as well.

While the Founders are all but
gone, their effect has been perm-
anently engraved on the soul of the
Jewish State. Israel's very tradition
of argumentativeness, worship of

soil and labor, belief in ideology,

mixture of admiration and self-
righteous superiority vis-a-vis the
industrialized West - all these are

the echoes of the Founders of East-
ern Europe, reverberating "like an
old tune through a cacophony of
ultra-modern electric music."

Elon's analysis of present-day

Israel - the Sons - is particular-
ly stimulating. While the imprint

of the elders is a permanent one,

the Sons are much more stark and
introverted than were their emo-

tional and verbose fathers. The lan-
guage of the youth itself isa He-
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brew which is unornamented, in-
elegant, harsh, staccato, shorn of
nuance and feeling, and Elon finds
this symbolic of the Sons them~

selves. This conclusion, however, is
challenged by a reading of The
Seventh Day, as noted below.

Elon discusses the profound
effect of the army on the country,
and questions what continuing war-
fare wil do to young Israelis. Al-
ready there is evident a cult of
toughness which borders on a "dis-
dain of intellectual and of moral
qualities." And yet, one of the
paradoxes of the country is that
Israel is far from being a miltary
society. The Israeli, with good rea-
son, is known as a "fanatic civil-
ian," with an obsessive fear of

miltarism. Israelis have an almost
compulsive resentment of all regi-
mentation, and this, together with
the pervading Jewish tradition of
the worth of life, has so far miti-
gated against a garrison state men-
tlity. It is to be hoped that the
continuing residual effect of Jewish
religious values wil serve to main-
tain the moral and ethical balance

of the country.

The Sons have to live with one
basic condition which was absent
at the time of the elders, and this

is the memory of the Holocaust.

Elon evokes the morbid melan-
choly and sadness which permeates

Israeli society beneath the surface
bustle, liveliness, and vivacity. The
prevailng sense of loneliness felt
by Israelis, the attitude of self-re-
liance, of "ein brerah, the "latent

hysteria in Israeli life," - stem
directly from this source. There is
a poignant irony in the fact that
the dreamers of Zion envisioned

Israel as a safe haven for the
world's persecuted Jews. "But in

Israel today, Jews, as Jews, live in
greater danger of their lives than
anywhere else in the world," says
Elan.

Not all Diaspora Jews of course,
would agree with this assessment.

The ever increasing number of im-
migrants to Israel from free and
prosperous countries indicates that
the implications of the concept

oleh stil hold a mysterious attrac-

tion for Jews - an attraction
which absence of physical safety
apparently does not diminish.

Elon's view of modem Israel is
at times engagingly detached. Thus,
he notes that Masada represents a
supreme irony. A symbol to mod-
ern Israel of Jewish stubbornness

in the face of all odds, a powerful

force in Israeli patriotism, "the

zealots buried at Masada would un-
doubtedly have opposed Israeli's
Westernized and secular character
(and would) have resented today's
non-kosher food, Israel's arts,
sports, and politics as passionately

as they opposed the Roman in-
fidels."

Unfortunately, the author's de-

tachment falls by the wayside when
he touches on the subject of re-
ligion. His is an essentially secular

reading of history, and religion
does not fit into the scheme. The
early settlers "forced their wil
upon history." God, Torah, the
forces of Judaic faith, learning and
tradition - these are overlooked:

it is as if they had no role to play
in the establishment of the Jewish

State. And in Elon's discussion of

religion in present-day Israel, he

loses his reportorial cool complete-
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ly. In the space of two pages (331-
332) he manages to use the follow-
ing pejorative epithets when de
scribing religion in Israel: "stult-

fying" (twice); "sentimental"

( twice); "theocrats" (twice); "re-
trogressive," "antiquated." He
notes with some unhappiness the
beginning of a return to Judaism

among secular politicians and so-
cialists, and describes this phenom-
enon - which is deserving of a re-
spectful study in its own right -
as a "curious quasi-religious piety."
Rather than give the power of To-
rah its just due, he refers to the

return to tradition as "nostalgia"

due to a "deep psychological crisis
of an aging power elite." It is re-
markable that a writer of such skil
should 80 cavalierly underestimate
the incipient return to the Jewish

religious fold of those who had
once rejected it outright. Instead

of focusing his sights on this devel-
0pment, he contents himself with
a hackneyed recital of the incon-
venience caused by public Sabbath

observance. This reviewer found
himself wishing that Elon could
show as much sympathy for his Or-
thodox co-religionists as he does
for the Palestinians.

The Seventh Day* makes an ex-
cellent companion volume to The
Israelis, and in fact serves as an
important counterpoint. Originally
published in Hebrew as Siach La-
chamim, it presents transcribed
conversations with Israeli soldiers
who had just returned from the Six
Day War. It is in many ways an
extremely moving document. In re~
ply to penetrating and highly per-

sanal questions, the ex-fighters give
us a rare insight into their thoughts
and emotions about life, death,
war, peace - and themselves. The

volume is marked by an element
of spontaneity and candor. Subjects

such as patriotism, morality, duty,
love, the Holy Land, kiling of
enemies, are all discussed with in-
tegrity and freshness. These are in-
timate glimpses into the hearts and
minds of the newly returned war-
riors who were admired the world
over for their brute strength and

miltary bravado - but whose sen-

sitivity to life could hardly have
been imagined.

Elon's thesis that the younger Is-
raelis are pragmatic and non-ideo-
logical, devoid of the feeling of
their elders, loses some of its force
after a reading of The Seventh
Day. More than anything else, the
one word which describes these
conversations is a sense of awe and
mystery, an inabilty to explain e
Six Day War simply in terms of
miltary strategy and superior sol-
diers. Those who were in Israel
during that period wil never for-

get the sense of wonder which
swept the country and which was

most profound among the non-re-
ligious element, perhaps because

the apparent presence of the she-

khinah was least expected by them.
(This reviewer recalls the voice of
the Kol Yisroel radio announcer
who, on the third day of the war
accompanied the troops to the ko-
tel hamaaravi. Broadcasting live to
the country, he told how he was
now walking towards the Wall. He
described the stones, the soldiers,

.Edited by A. SHAIR (New York: Charles Scrbner's Sons, 1970).
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the sound of the shofar. His tone
was detached, matter of fact,
hushed, as if he were the color
announcer at a golf match. But
suddenly his tone changed. "Ani
fo dati, aval achshav ani nogea ba-
kotef, ani nogea bakotell" ("I am
not pious, but I am now touching
the Wall, I am touching the
Wall.") Then the announcer of
Kol Yisroel began to sob. This
feeling of wonder is effectively cap-
tured by The Seventh Day. It
shows a Son who is making halt-
ing steps back towards his roots.
Thus Lotan, a young fighter from
Yif'at, speaks of Jerusalem:

Jerusalem is something in our
hearts, something to do with the
way we feeL. It was the source, the
cornerstone of the whole Jewish
people. Jerusalem is really the
symbol of our whole history . . . it
is not just an idea: it's a whole
world that embraces everything.

And further:

Even though I'm not religious, the
Wall meant an awfl lot to me . ..
it wasn't just a collection of stones
. . . it served as an address for all
Jews. . . it symbolies everything.

Many of the participants in The
Seventh Day are sadly illterate in
matters of Judaism, and yet in their
hesitant and rough-hewn comments
there is evident a sense of realIza-

tion that a new dimension has en-
tered their lives. One gets the feel-
ing that these young Israelis, given
half a chance, could become a vital
religious force in years to come. Al-
though they were brought up in
secularism, the experience of the

war found them unable to express
themselves in anything other than

religious categories. Their religious
vocabulary and sensibilties had al-
most dried up from disuse, but
now they found themselves forced
to focus on questions of Jewish

existence. One secularist kibbutz-
nick says:

The war has given us a glimpse of
what we really are about, what our
esential Jewish personalities, smoth-
ered under layers of ideological
education, demand of us. Once
having caught a glimpse, there is
no turning back. Within two gen~
erations we shall have found the'
way back to authentic Jewish faith,
to a clear and classic Jewish
identity.

The young people, states another
kibbutz member, are "aware of
their spiritual vacuum." Brought
up to fight, to rebel, to look at the
kibbutz and at "making history"
as ultimate values, "they under-

stand now that it is not enough . . .
they remained with tragic emptiness
and a dim memory of their Jewish
selves. This is our road back to
Judaism."

Some Jews have looked upon the
Six Day War as a great miltary
triumph; others as a manifestation

of God's presence in Jewish his-
tory. Perhaps it also marks the
slow, dim awakening of a new kind
of Israeli - an Israeli who is also

a Jew. Amos Elon is somewhat dis~
tressed about the return to Judaism
on the part of the elders; he might
be more distressed were he to read
The Seventh Day with an unjaun-
diced eye and learn that the Sons

are actually leading the way. His-
tory may yet show that the Six
Day War marked the first real
awakening of Israelis to the fact
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that they are not merely a small

and heroic nation on the shores of
the Mediterranean, but truly part
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of the unfolding destiny of the
mystery of Am Yisrael.


